“Do’s and Don’ts” with Deb’s Class
Arrive at work 5 minutes early.
Before starting work, offer everyone a hand but don’t do this when
leaving work.
Don’t say good bye to everyone when
leaving a party.
Give tips in restaurants (not more than
10%).
Never kiss or hug a foreigner of the
opposite sex in greeting.
Men shouldn’t kiss other men in greeting.
-Caspar Becker








It’s not necessary to tip in bars or restaurants … just if you really
like the service.
Generally, when you are invited to a party it is acceptable to be
late, but 15 minutes maximum. You should not arrive early.
At work, you have to be on time. Being late is tolerated but it has to
be only occasionally.
Best friends (males) can kiss each other on the cheek.
To say “hello,” generally you shake men’s hands and kiss (2, 3, 4
times… it depends where you are in France).
- Mathieu Guillaume
















3 kisses to say “hello” to your friends or when you meet someone for the first time (only female to female or male to female).
If you ask someone for a cigarette and you are offered the last one, you shouldn’t take it.
Bring some beer and your own meat to a BBQ.
Don’t start drinking a beer before you clink your
glasses with the people at your table. While doing
this, look them in the eyes and say, “Cheers!”
Don’t wear a cap or hat while eating.
Don’t leave the table until everyone has finished
eating.
Don’t leave a party without saying goodbye to your friends.
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Profile: Jan Srbeny
Hey guys! My name is Jan and I’m from the Czech Republic which
is a small country in central Europe. That’s the reason why it is
called the Heart of Europe.
In a nutshell, I think I am kind, friendly and very crazy. I really like
sports. I played soccer professionally for one year but had a knee
injury which stopped my career short. I like ice hockey too and
since the year 2013, I’ve been a skydiver (56 jumps). It’s the best
hobby ever.
Before my adventure in Cairns, I worked in Germany as a bricklayer. Actually, I really liked this
job and my workmates too, but I needed a change. So I decided I would go to the United States.
But since I didn’t speak English, I called my Irish friend and asked if I could learn English in her
town. She told me that she would be going to Australia and thanks to this coincidence, you have
me here.
I have no future plans because plans never work. If you want to know me better, I’m at the Jack
every Friday!

-Michel Schwarts, Michelle Giedemann, Kevin Kull, Megane Vallat

Profile: Gordon Cheng
I come from Taiwan and was studying Environmental Engineering
at university there. After graduating, I worked at an environmental
testing company. But when I went diving for the first time, I fell in
love with it. So now I’d like to work with a diving company.

What is Tim’s nick-name?
(a) Ken Kenichi

(b) Jim Kenji

(c) Jack Yuki

(d) Tom Tomoko

How many standard drinks of red wine on Friday night can Elaine have before falling
asleep?
(a)

three

(b) one

(c) six

(d) ten

What country has Nyna not lived in?
(a) Brunei Darussalam
(c) Fiji

(b) Papua New Guinea
(d) New Zealand

I had already been to Cairns last year and decided to come here to
learn English. I really like the ocean and it’s easier to get a job with
a diving company in Cairns. I will also try to stay in Australia forever but I have to speak English better and study a lot more.
So my future plan is that I’d like to get permanent residency in Australia but I need to get an
IELTS score of 6.0 for the company to sponsor me. I’ll need to really practice my English at
CCE!

Australian Slang Crossword
1

STUDENT MOVIE REVIEW
“The Devil Wears Prada”, directed by David Frankel
Review by Mamiko Mu

2

This movie is a woman’s story. It’s a little bit of a comedy and a little bit of a
romance. There are also a lot of colourful clothes
and thin people.

3
5

The heroine (Anne Hathaway), who wants to be a
journalist, works hard for the boss who is like the
devil in this story. She always wears frumpy
dresses but she rapidly changes. Eventually, she
becomes very cute and beautiful thanks to her
boss’ company. The high point was when she became beautiful, she also
became busy and had problems with her boyfriend.

But for many of the readers it´s only pop culture. They just read it for fun and
just laugh at some situations. These readers didn´t understand the core values of the book, the real
message. Woman and man are different. This book should not be read for fun, it´s a real handbook
of a good intimate relationship of man and woman, it´s a real Bible of a successful marriage.
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Down
1. friends
2. Speedos
4. food
6. a person with bad fashion sense
7. man
9. potatoes
14. a rest from work
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I can confirm it. I have been married for 36 years with a wonderful woman
and I insist, that this book opened us our young inexperienced eyes and
helped us to build and create our lasting relationship.
Everyone wants a love that will last forever but for many reason a lot of relationships ends in painful break-ups or divorces. Your chance for a happy
and lasting love relationship dramatically grow, if you will use Gray´s books
like the handbook on your way, like a lighthouse which will show you the
way to the safe harbor of your intimate relationship, to your happy life.

7

2. a lazy person
3. toilet
5. alcohol
8. utility vehicle
10. feeling sick
11. argument/fight
12. a dog of mixed breed
13. sausages
14. woman
15. sandwich
16. someone who likes
loud, fast cars

Answers: Across 2. bludger 3. dunny 5. grog 8. ute 10. feeling crook 11. blue 12. mongrel 13. snags 14. sheila
15. sanger 16. hoon Down 1. mates 2. budgie smugglers 4. tucker 6. dag 7. bloke 9. spuds 14. smoko

American writer John Gray´s book “Men
are from Mars, Women are from Venus“ is
an international bestseller sold in millions
of copies worldwide.
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I thought this movie was very funny and had happy music. This story is a
success story set in New York. The movie had a lot of fashionable clothes
and shoes so it’s delightful. I encourage you to watch it!

Men are from Mars, Women are from Venus, by John
Gray, Ph.D.
Review by Antonin D. Minarsky

Across

Photo by Jasmin Fischer

Send your original photo of

Cairns

by June 15th to
newsletters@cce.qld.edu.au
for your chance to

win one week of free
tuition!
The top photos will be uploaded to the
CCEB facebook page. The photo with the
most facebook likes by June 30th wins!

